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Ben 10 big chill x reader

You'd think that in a world where ordinary people have impossible abilities; Nothing would really be a surprise. For Isoko Maduria, who at the age of four was diagnosed as a returner and therefore avoided his dream of becoming a hero who could save everyone with a smile. But fate gives him a chance. To allow it access not to one
universe but to a universe of powers and abilities. Along with his friends, family and allies by his side, he will rise up to protect everything they care about. Language: English words: 517,568 Chapters: 42/? Well done: 246 bookmarks: 94 hits: 17366 What would happen if Eggman had expelled Cooley during forces, even maybe he would
have ended up in zootopia. Part 2 of Cracked Dimensions Language: English Lyrics: 23,890 Episodes: 15/15 Accolades: 6 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 388 Dipper Thought Gravity Falls was weird when he got here with his sister, Mabel. Not only does he find a mysterious diary, but he also finds a strange-looking clock. Now with a powerful watch
and an informative diary, he and his sister will discover many secrets of this city and how deep it reaches. Language: English words: 25,727 Chapters: 3/? Well done: 27 bookmarks: 9 hits: 482 Here's a nsfw request: Ben finds out about Rooks home star young balding old reporters. It's an erotic Ben and Mook fan. Ben decides to give the
rook a re-enactment of what his favorite fan had at the top of a language: English words: 8,870 episodes: 4/4 Well done: 197 bookmarks: 20 hits: 3391 Omnimatrix, or Omnitrix as it's more commonly called: a watch like a device that allows a wearer to become a variety of aliens. On Earth, this clock has made Ben Tennyson one of the few
unique human beings with superhuman abilities on the planet, perhaps it can only help make Isoko Midoria feel normal and similar to anyone who possessed what he was not allowed. And maybe even send him on his way to make his dreams come true. Part 2 of Midoria Multiverse - Excellent Language: English Words: 116,957
Episodes: 41/? Well done: 728 bookmarks: 201 hits: 26556 It started when a foreign device did what it did, it stuck itself on its wrist with secrets it hid. Now he's got superpowers, he's a normal kid, he's Isoko Midoria. In other words, Isoko Midoria gets the 10-year-old Ottrix. Language: English words: 9,832 Chapters: 6/? Well done: 42
bookmarks: 5 hits: The 1128-year-old likes to sneak into my room every now and then, and today, right at midnight, he woke me up from my necessary sleep and said, let's run away together. (Can be read alone) Part 2 of the same world Different reality AU Language: English words: 10,108 Chapters: 1/1 Well done: 64 bookmarks: 8 hits:
870 (self-pampered lint ship) Even with Bellwood's thriving human/foreign population, the Box Project aims to create life samples of species in order to make contact with far outside the planets and the native population of the planet. Among these specimens are And Big Chill, absolute opposites at first glance find themselves bonding over
their shared state. But being born on Earth and so far from their stars and cultures, how do they go about having an affair with each other? Learn from humans, of course! Language: English words: 7,761 Chapters: 4/? Well done: 57 bookmarks: 5 hits: 762 What happened to the offspring of a big chill? Does Ben have parental instincts?
Language: English words: 1,870 Chapters: 2/? Well done: 123 bookmarks: 17 entries: 2647 ten-year-olds and Batapam are a volatile mix. Language: English words: 1,390 Episodes: 1/1 Well done: 36 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 570 What could have happened that night in Turrawuste? Language: English words: 2,477 Episodes: 1/1 Well done:
273 Bookmarks: 30 Hits: 5091 Every time a son changes to Big Chill, his normal body starts to change from the inside. Ben, Kevin and Gwen do their research and discover that Big Chill's reproductive instincts become part of a son, meaning he can become pregnant while still in his human form. Wilgex finds out about it and decides that
if he can't have the Omitrix, he'll be the human child. Language: English words: 13,394 Chapters: 4/? Accolades: 453 Bookmarks: 67 Hits: 13792 Wikipedia Article List This is a list of episodes of the American animated series, Ben 10: Foreign Power. The series was created for Cartoon Network by the Man of Action team (a group
consisting of a pitcher of Rollo, Joe Casey, Joe Kelly, Stephen T. Seagle), and produced by Cartoon Network Studios. It takes place four years after the 2005 TV series 10 years old and gets a darker twist than its predecessor. Ben 10: Alien Force was a direct companion to the 2010 sequel series Ben 10: Ultimate Alien. An overview of a
season that first aired last aired113April 18, 2008 (2008-04-18)August 31, 2008 (2008-08-31)October 213, 10, 2008 (2008-10-10)March 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)320 September 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)March 26, 2010 (2010-03-26)Live Action Movie15 November 2009 (2 00 Short Video November 21, 2009 (2009-11-21) Episodes Season 1
(2008) 10 Aliens - Goop, Fire Swamps, Chromaston, Big Chill, Humungousaur, Brainstorming, Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo Echo and Alien X No.overallno. In a title season loved by Written by Original Air DateProd.code11 Ben 10 returns, Part 1 Dan RibaDwayne McDuffieApril 18, 2008 (2008-04-18)101 Five years after the original series
ben 10, 15-year-old Ben Tennyson matured removed Omnitrix and a normal high school life. Visiting a rust bucket to see his grandfather Max, Ben finds Max missing and encounters a mysterious alien running away. In a search of the trailer, Ben finds a message left by Max claiming to be exploring renewed alien activity on Earth, and that
it was programmed into Omnitrix. Ben confirms that Omnitrix is still in his bedroom, and suggests that Max alluded to Ben putting the Omitrix On. Ben consults with his cousin Gwen, and they confronted Magister Lyrid, a plumber who assisted Max in his interrogation before he went missing. They agree to work together to find Max, and
Ben brings back the Omometrix. The trio are stalking an illegal trade between the Knights of Eternity and a group of aliens who attacked Ben. During the battle, Omnitrix recalibrates, giving Ben access to ten new foreign forms. Ben is then attacked by his longtime nemesiman Kevin Levine, the mediator of the profession, which he defeats.
Kevin reluctantly agrees to help locate the escaped Knights of Eternity, and the group travels to Knight Castle forever, where they encounter a robotic dragon. Omnitrix Alien Premiere: Swampfire 22-Year-Old 10 Returns, Part 2 Butch LukicDwayne McDuffieApril 18, 2008 (2008-04-18)102-year-old, Gwen, Kevin, and Loverid defeat the
Robotic Dragon and the Knights forever, but in the process, Labrid is fatally wounded. Telling Ben to keep investigating the alien conspiracy and believe in himself, Labrid is dead. Kevin, taking the badge of Labrid's plumber, agrees to keep helping Ben and Gwen. They're tracking the aliens to a giant underground facility where a giant
spacecraft is located. Gwen concludes that Max was once at the facility, but left. Ben decides they need to finish the mission, and they continue deeper into the facility, where they encounter an army of aliens led by a vast, almost invulnerable ben-bar. Ben duel Highbreed up their spaceship launches, and Highbreed orders the destruction
of the surrounding area to hide their activities. Ben is able to sabotage the ship just before it mars a hospital, and it crashes and explodes in the desert. Ben, Gwen, with Kevin now by their side, then decide to keep working together to find out what happened to their father's grandfather. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Eco-Eco and
Bonungosaur as a two-part episode, this premiere is 46 minutes longer than the usual 23-minute episodes. 33 Everyone talks about the weather Dan Rivedwin McDuffie April 26, 2008 (2008-04-26)103 In search of the whereabouts of Max, Ben, Gwen, and Kevin receive a plumber's badge and enter the city of Grover Mill, where local
authorities are in pursuit of Pyronite (the species of Ben's foreign Heatblast) which allegedly burns grain circles with his forces. Ben subdues the Pyronite, which reveals itself as a half-human Allan Albright; His father was a pironity plumber who gave him his badge to protect him from being arrested for interstellar trespassing. Ben helps
Alan escape from the police, and they investigate crop circles, which are emptied and are actually circles scattered all over the valley. They discover that they were created by the aliens they previously fought (known as DNAliens), which activate the circuitry and cause a giant machine to rise and change the weather to download Ben and
Alan destroy the weather machine, and the sheriff, who is understood to be not guilty of the attacks, enlists him to help search for more aliens in the area. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Jetray 44This big score of Kevin LukicMatt WayneMay 3, 2008 (2008-05-03)104 Kevin meets with an old friend named Argit, who claims to know the location
of a particular piece of foreign technology that Kevin is looking for. Need something to bargain with, Kevin steals Max's trailer, Rust Bucket II, but after seeing the sheer amount of plumber's tech and weapons inside it, Argit crosses Kevin and steals the trailer for himself. The team follows Argit with a tracking device that Kevin hid on the
rust bucket device and stops Argit, but Kevin goes on the storm to look for Volcanus, who has the alien device. Kevin tries to make a deal with Volcanus, but the latter forces Kevin to absorb a rare alien crystal called Tachnit, and plans to use it as a live gem mine. Ben and Gwen arrive and defeat Volcanus, and the foreign technology
Kevin was looking for emerges as a message from Max, who trains Ben to assemble a team of plumber kids to prepare for what's coming. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Big Chill 55All that sparklesDan RibaBob Goodman May 10, 2008 (2008-05-10)105 While Ben obsesses over fulfilling Max's request to find children of other plumbers, Gwen
and Kevin come into dispute over their mutual romantic feelings and Kevin's inaction to invite her out. The team encounters a disadvantaged high school girl who nearly causes a car accident, who is avoided by a superpowered boy named Michael Morningstar, who exposes himself as the child of another plumber. Michael explains that
something is causing the girls at his school to become zombie monsters, and they agree to explore together. They find and battle a group of zombie girls, who escape after Michael causes debris to fall between them. Gwen, in love with Michael and upset Kevin, agrees to go on a date with him. Kevin, disbelief Michael, persuades Ben to
check on her, where they find Michael soaking up her powers and turning her into a zombie. Michael is revealed to be the one who stole his classmates, stealing their life force for themselves. Gwen is capable of defeating Michael, and the girls take away his life force, twisting him during. Kevin destroys Michael's plumber badge, and Ben
apologizes for rushing to trust Michael. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Chromaston 66 Max Outatz LukicJim KriegMay 17, 2008 (2008-05-17)107 Gwen Ken's older brother is missing, and she asks for Ben and Kevin's help to find him. The gang encounters a highbreed base in a small town called Santa Mira that produces Xenocytes, a crab-
style parasite that mutates humans into DNAliens. Ken was infected by one of Xenocytes, but Ben is able to remove it The help of the Omntrix. With Ken in tow, the gang finds Grandpa Max inside the base. While the crew and Ken destroy shipments of xenocytes, Max starts destroying the plant while he searches for the egg-laying
machine. Upon their return, the gang finds Max locked in a battle with the Hibernian commander. In an act of self-sacrifice, Max uses an unfocused Null Void projector to destroy the Highbreed base, allegedly killing himself and highbreed in the process. 77 Pressure Sullen RibaLen UhleyMay 31, 2008 (2008-05-31)106 A compelling shade
for Ben to ask his infatuation, Julie Yamamoto, on a date for a nearby amusement pier. Meanwhile, an alien spacecraft crashes to Earth and releases a small, symbiotic alien who locates and attacks Ben. The alien kidnaps Julie and lurifies Ben to the crashed ship, which Ben finds on the countdown of self-destruct, with a galvanic ma'alf
(Ben's alien upgrade species) trapped inside. Ben is capable of saving the mesolf, buzz-l, and preventing the ship from exploding. Buzz-L explains that the symbiotic mechon, known as a ship, was sent to find a plumber to save him, and was mistaken between one son and one for the omnitrix. Baz-L repairs the ship and leaves earth,
leaving the ship in the care of Ben and Julie. Ben and Julie go home together, while a ship escapes. Alien premieres of Omnitrix: Brainstorming 88mm made of little girls? Butch LukicMatt WayneJune 7, 2008 (2008-06-07)109 While Ben, Gwen, and Kevin take a break at Max's favorite fishing spot, they see a mysterious camouflageed
elderly woman leave a pink and yellow flower at the base of a nearby tree depicting the sign of romance Max + Verdonna. When the crew tries to meet her, she disappears in a sudden flash of pink/magenta light. They decide to ambush the area for a while until the hard-timer reappears. When she reappears, Ben and Kevin confront her,
and she's revealed to have magical powers just like Gwen's. However, when she sees Gwen using her powers against her, she is amazed. Gwen's innate magical/mystical powers are revealed to have inherited the legacy of the strange woman - the lost pity grandmother of Ben and Gwen, Verdonna, a powerful energy called anodyne
from the distant world. Verdonna tries to persuade Gwen to break out of her human body and embrace the full force and abilities of her innermost self Hannity, but Gwen adamantly refuses. Verdonna reluctantly leaves, but promises to return to visit from time to time. Omnitrix Alien Premiere: Spidermonkey 99 Gauntlet RibaRob
HoegeeJune 14, 2008 (2008-06-14)110 After the team takes on a Techadon robot, Kevin grabs the robot's amputated hand and places it in its trunk. At night, Ben JT and Cash Murray's childhood thugs see Kevin's car outside the restaurant, and decide to destroy it. They push him down a hill, Trunk's open. They look inside and grab
Takdon's glove before the car alarm pulls Kevin. Back at their hangout, Cash puts the gauntlet on, plans to use her built-in laser blaster to destroy Ben once and for all and repair their reputations but full robot armor begins to reform around Cash's body. In doing so, the arm deals with Cash's mind, making him more hostile than usual. Ben
fights Cash, and JT tries to reason with him. After recalling his friendship with JT, Cash's willpower bypasses the robot's arm, and it gradually narrows to the point where Cash can take it down. JT and Cash are coming out with a new respect for Ben. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Goop 1010 Paradoxotz LukicJim KriegJuly 5, 2008 (2008-07-
05)112 The crew gets word of a strange creature wandering through an abandoned desert town called Los Soldad. The creature seems to be aging in everything it touches at an accelerated rate. While Ben, Gwen and Kevin investigate, they see a stranger who seems capable of disappearing out of it. After trying to fight it, the team
discovers that he is a paradox professor, a scientist sucked into the event horizon of his time travel experiment. A paradox, which ranges from time to place, ranges from time to place. However, the same mistake that made him ageless created the creature they were looking for. After analyzing his movements, they come to the conclusion
that his movement resembles the movement of a man desperately trying to find his way out of a foreign town. They realize it was the helper of a paradox, Hugo, and try to go back in time to prevent it from becoming a creature. When they open a gate and keep Hugo away from him, Paradox gets a gum advantage, which he claims are
unaffected by time, and they are able to return Hugo to the right time for him. Back in the present, the team sees Hugo, and Paradox exchanges advice with him before he leaves. Kevin discovers that Paradox repaired his car during the move. Inside, he discovers a note saying that if it comes into contact with something from 1976, it will
explode like an antimatter. 1111 Being Avirdan RibaStan Berkowitz on July 12, 2008 (2008-07-12)108 Kevin arranged a white meeting with the Knights of Eternity, who needed help in murdering a dragon they held captive beneath their castle for 1,000 years. After teaming up with the Knights' most powerful warrior, Sir Connor, in a failed
attempt to destroy the dragon, Ben notices that the dragon seems to be trying to communicate. The crew leaves the knights behind and follows the dragon to the warehouse where its spacecraft is being held. Ben matches a dragon with a universal translator so he can speak, and he discovers that he creates an alien map, but is captured
by the Knights of Eternity. Ben helps the dragon find his ship, and she leaves safely. And then he starts to doubt Motives of the Knights of Eternity. 1212 Plumbers AssistantsDan Ribblen Oligouli 19, 2008 (2008-07-19)111 A pair of rogue children of half-human plumbers, a human-Kineceleran female named Helen Wheels, and a Adam-
Tetramand male named Manny Armstrong, have been attacking stray DNAliens and all the other aliens they can find, and pumping them into the Null Void projector, believing it vaporized them. They kidnap Kevin with the intention of using him as bait for Gwen and Ben. After looking at a database of the aliens they caught and put into the
empty vacuum, Ben realizes that some of them may have been the plumbers' children. To fit the situation, the pair went out into the void to save those they had wrongfully imprisoned. 1313X = Ben + 2 Butch LukicMatt WayneAugust 31, 2008 (2008-08-31)113 The daughter of tepid Emperor Milleous Attea was kidnapped by bounty hunter
Sevenseven. Unless it's returned, Milius plans to destroy earth. The Emperor's major-thor, Raff, is looking for Kevin to help with the search. Using Gwen's powers to locate her, they beam to a nearby dam to save her. When the dam breaks, Ben uses an untested Alien X to try to fix it. The task proves simple thanks to alien X's reality TV



abilities, but Attea is once again captured by Sevenseven and Ben finds himself locked in endless discussion with the alien's other two personalities, Bellicos and Serena, unable to move or morph without their consent. Meanwhile, Kevin and Gwen are battling the Philistine forces and attacking them from all sides. Eventually, Ben is able
to persuade Serena to turn him into an egg, and manages to quickly fool the enemies. The team completes the work successfully, and Milos informs them that the Earth will be attributed. Alien X Season 2 (2008-09) 14 Aliens - Goop, Swampfire, Chromaston, Big Chill, Humungousaur, Brainstorming, Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo,
Cannonball, Upchuck, Lodestar and Through Big Ben, Gwen and Kevin have made an even bigger enemy in Michael Morningstar, now goes by the name Darkstar. Gwen Tennyson releases her dormant Hannite (previously seen through the eyes of a strange baby named Tiny) Anodit, who inherited her grandmother Verdonna, for the first
time. Galvan is a con man named Albedo and a former assistant to Azmut, trapping himself in the form of Ben and Homad Omnitrix to recreate his true form. Ben's parents, Carl and Sandra, make their debut and discover their son's activities in saving the galaxy from inter-galactic rivals. Maxwell Tennyson is revealed to be very alive,
having been moved to the Null Void prison dimension. The Hibers declare an inter-galactic truce after Ben's convincing intervention. Ben re-dismantles Cannonball, a lot big, Apachek and opens up a new alien, The live-action film takes place between the two-part finale and the two-part premiere of Season 3. No.overall. in a title
seasonloved by written by Original Air DateProd.code141 Star Apple Risingden RibaDwayne McDuffie October 10, 2008 (2008-10-10)201 After installing a plumber to find out if the group has been posing as plumbers, ben, Gwen and Kevin are not allowed to fight against the Highbreed threat by a Magister Glyhill has doubts that the
Havgi are as much of a threat as they claim. Elsewhere, a mysterious new enemy 'employs' Highbreed to attack staff. After also informing Gilhill, all three are captured by the team's longtime nemese, Michael Morningstar, who now calls himself a Darkstar star. 152 Alone TogetherBouth LukicCharlotte Fullerton October 17, 2008 (2008-10-
17)202 After an accident with a teleporter backpack, Ben and a Highbreed officer named Reinrassic III are stranded on a desert planet called Turrawuste. The two are forced to work together to repel the dangerous predators on Earth as they make their way to the routing station, much to Reinersick's ruse. As they make their way across
the desert, the two save each other from danger from violent indigenous wildlife, even risking their lives to do so. The night before they reach the routing station, a creature attacks them, and unpacks Reinrasic's right hand. It causes Ben to turn into an egg to reconnect it. However, Reinersic doesn't get it well, claiming Ben made it not
Touma. When Ben walks out through the gate the next morning, he asks Reinrasic why he chooses to stay away. Reinrasic says he's doing it because his right hand from Tanusian has made him a toma by Hiberg standards, and that only pure hybrid can continue with the invasion. 163 Good Copy, Bad Copy[a]Mud LukicStan Berkowitz
October 24, 2008 (2008-10-24)203 Galvan (The Race of Grey Matter) named Albedo builds his Omnitrix and is permanently stuck in ben's human form (since wearing Omnitrix, Ben's DNA has become a default in Omnitrix). Desperate to find a son, Albedo Resort destroy DNAlien hives and knight castles forever, requires information
about wearing teen Omnitrix. When Gwen and Kevin hear rumors of a son doing all this damage without them, they naturally suspect the real son, who studied physics with Julie all the time. Gwen and Kevin find Ben pulling out another hive and stop him. When Ben answers Kevin's questions, his left eye begins to twish, suggesting he's
lying. The real Ben arrives shortly thereafter. Fake Ben reveals himself as Aldbo, Galvan, and the creator of Omnitrix. When he demands the omnitrix back, his left eye twitches again. Ben, thinks Albedo's a binge, demands he reveal his face. Albedo tells him it's not possible because he took on Ben. A form due to Ben's DNA is set by
default for Omnitrix. Albedo becomes a jatry and flew into a computer factory, but Gwen locates it with the mana he leaves behind. As they follow him there, Albedo sticks Gwen and Kevin against the wall with packing foam. Ben and Albedo are constantly changing shape when they fight. When both Omnitrixes time out, Albedo makes one
last white plea to remove the Omnitrix. When Ben refuses, Albedo reaches out and tries to beat Ben. When Ben steps aside, his Omnitrix locks up with Albedo. It sends an energy pulse that turns Albedo's jacket red and his hair white. Azmot grills the facility and tells the group that Albedo was his assistant who helped him build the
Omnitrix. Azmot takes Albedo's Omnitrix, effectively captures him in his human form, and sends him to the empty Brick prison, where he plots his revenge and demands chili fries. 174 Keep the Last DanceDan RibaAmy Wolframember 7, 2008 (2008-11-07)204 Gwen asks Kevin to take her to her school dance, forcing a clueless Kevin to
seek advice from Ben. However, Ben has his own problems as a big chill is bypassing Omnitrix, and takes over his body with each change. Every time that happens, Ben finds himself lying on a large metal structure that continues to evolve every time he gets there. Despite the fact that Julie helps him pay attention to his change to Jedri,
he involuntarily damages Omnitrix and becomes Big Chill. Ben can't remember the second change that ever happened when Julie tells him in the morning. On the night of the dance, the group finds themselves following Big Chill to the large metal structure. It bursts open, revealing green ink inside. Some bubbles of porridge emerge and
inside are baby necrofriggians. Kevin discovers that Necroprygees reproduce asexually once every eighty years, which means Ben is unlikely to have to go through this again. Big Chill sends his children to live in Nekropridgeian's home world, and Kevin jokingly calls out a mother son when he returns. Seeing as they missed their dance,
Gwen and Kevin decide to do it in the desert. 185 Undercover LukicAdam Beechen November 14, 2008 (2008-11-14)205 After trying to check a broken teleporter backpack, the team decides to enlist the help of Cooper Daniels, the young boy who has helped the Tennysons in the past. Upon arrival at his home, they discover video of his
capture by DNAliens. They tracked him to the abandoned Los Soledad military base, where Paradox built his time machine. They discover that Highbreed has set up a camouflage field, built by Cooper over the area, hiding a huge, mysterious arch-shaped device. 196 Pet ProjectJon FangLen Uhley November 21, 2008 (2008-11-21)206
The Gallant Scientist Forever Dr Joseph Chadwick sends Sir Morton to A ship so that the Knights can forever use it to mass produce a fleet of interstellar spacecraft with which to attack the home world of the alien dragon that escaped them. Morton attacks the ship, capturing the little alien. Ben arrives too late, and the team goes looking
for the Knights. Assuming the Knights have anything to do with the course of medieval-style houses, the crew, who joined Julie, try to sneak into the main house to save the ship. 207Corden RibaJim Krieg November 26, 2008 (2008-11-26)207 While fighting one Highbreed, Ben's parents catch him turning into an egg. Since he comes
home with a black eye, they forbid him from using Omnitrix for fear of getting hurt. With Gwen and Kevin on the trail of the Highbreed plot, Ben tries to sneak out of the house like Echo Echo. Once Ben's parents see that he disobeyed their orders, they grounded him. His various attempts to help his allies over the phone and computer only
result in Ben having to tell his parents about Gwen who helped him, and as a result she suffered the same fate as her cousin, leaving Kevin alone to find out what The Highbeed was up to, but later on the ship wrestling With Hybrid Ben's parents, because Ben is the only one who can save the world and knows what he's doing they allow
Ben to continue to defend the world. 218 VoidedBch LukicJim KriegDecember 5, 2008 (2008-12-05)208 Helen and Manny use Gwen's powers to call on Ben's team to help deal with a dangerous enemy in Idle: D'Void. Ben walks in alone, with Kevin and Gwen waiting on the other side to get him back. Once inside, Ben is shocked to
discover that D'Void is truly Dr. Ianmo, who has taken over Null Guardians and enslaved the residents of Empty Null. Ben later meets Grandpa Max, who is transferred to the empty void at Max Out and leads a resistance movement under the name The Wrench. 229 Inside The ManJon FangMatt Wayne on December 12, 2008 (2008-12-
12)209 The crew rescues a young man named Tyler, who stole the stalagger key for the Highbreed warp gate from Los Soledad. He crashed the truck and suffered memory loss when he fled. After being nearly caught by small-town DNAliens, the team rescues him and are forced to race DNAliens to locate the device, resulting in a fight.
The team wins, but they discover that Tyler is actually DNAlien, having managed to resist Xenocyte controlling him, and only looks human using an identification mask. 2310 Nozden Birds RibaStan Berkowitz On March 24, 2009 (2009-03-24)210 Arachnichimp (Spidermonkey's Breed), Siemian, needs help returning a crystal that is
ostensibly the symbol of the monarchy on his planet. Ben offers his help, but Kevin and Gwen are skeptical. In the midst of the battle, Ben discovers that Siemian has Lying, and the crystal actually drives an inter-galactic communications station. By stealing it, Siemian will prevent Earth from calling for help against the invasion of the
Hiberns. 2411 Unveiled At LukicCharlotte FullertonMarch 25, 2009 (2009-03-25)211 DNAlien mining operation under Los Soledad reveals an alien spacecraft, from which a large alien creature is released. He wanders around the nearby town collecting random items, eventually attracting the attention of Ben, Gwen and Kevin. After a short
fight, they realize the alien is actually a baby. The alien perceives Gwen as an anodit and hangs on her every word. In need of returning the baby to her parents, the team follows her back to her shipyard. 2512 War of the Worlds, Part 1Den RibaDwayne McDuffieMarch 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)The Azmut Paradox arrives on Earth to warn
Ben of the Highbreed Fleet coming up. Gwen and Kevin round up all the allies they've met to deal with the threat. Meanwhile, Azmot reveals to Ben that Omnitrix contains the DNA of all sensing species in the galaxy, 1,000,910 in total, and opens master control so ben can effectively fight the greed. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Cannonbolt,
Upchuck, Great Road 2613 War of the Worlds, Part 2 Mud LukicDwayne McDuffieMarch 27, 2009 (2009-03-27)213 The crew needs to reach the captain of the Fleet, on the Ship head of the Identification to stop the invasion. Ben, Gwen and Kevin quickly go to the Navy captain. The het-ben-zadi commander and the crew are fighting. The
trio are then surrounded by a group of DNAliens, but are guarded by grandfather Max, Pierce, Helen, Manny, and one Null Keeper, who have regained control of the null vacuum. Ben, Gwen, Kevin, Azmut, and a ship as a spaceship head into augstaka's Highbreed homeworld to confront the Supreme Highbreed after the commander tells
them he is the only one who can call off the war. When they get to Ogstaka, they get caught. Ben escaped imprisonment by becoming a humanthosaur. The team breaks through and confronts the Upper Heiberg personally. Ben uses omnitrix to detect genetic damage throughout the hybrid. It sends a beat that connects an alien Omnitrix
DEN to any tall child. The top of the bolts is disgusted by Ben's actions, and considers mass suicide the only dignified exodus of the species. Before it can continue until the end, Reinrassic III arrives and tells Highbreed Supreme that this genetic combination has allowed their species to survive. Reinrasic, whose Metanulian monarch grew
further in his right arm, is unaffected by the genetic modification. When you see Reinersick's firsthand knowledge of the introduction of another DNA, the Supreme Heiberg retires and conditions the new Upper Heiberg Reinrasic. With that, Ben asks Naresic to call off the war, which he does. The two shake hands before they leave. Back to
Earth, Tells everyone that a dark star has escaped, and Ben replies that they will find him later. Ben discovers that Master Becerra has been cut off. When he asks Asmut how to turn it back on, Azmott smiles and tells him to enjoy figuring it out. He launches away, leaving Ben free to try a new alien who has just emerged. Season 3 (2009-
10) 17 Aliens - Goop, Swampfire, Chromaston, Big Chill, Humungousaur, Brainstorming, Jetray, Spidermonkey, Echo, Alien-x, Rath, Lodestar, Cannonball, Upchuck, Great Road, Diamond Head and Ghostfreak Ben Tennyson's sworn Enemy, Vilgax, returns with a completely different and deeper look. Omnitrix becomes broken through
kidnapping, the distribution of Kevin's body with various solid substances. Ghostfreak, one of the ten original forms of ben he used five years ago, returns. The true secrets of the Omntrix and its many powers are revealed. Charmcaster is back to revenge on Gwen for taking her spell book five years ago. Her uncle, Hex in a debut, but only
in an alternate reality inadvertently created by Gwen's intervention in the time stream. Information about Kevin Levine's late father, Devin, has been revealed. His anonymous mother is also making a debut. Albedo returns, with a new and improved Galvan technology called the Ultimatix and integrates with Vigax, but it crosses the line.
Omnitrix is destroyed, which is why Ben acquires Ultimatrix from his evil twin who develops some of his aliens into their ultimate forms, with new and even greater abilities. No.overall. inseasonTitleDirected byWritten byOriginal air dateProd.code271 Revenge of Wilgexden Rivedwin McDuffie September 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)301 Vilgax
begins by winning the conquering challenge and drains the powers of the champion he defeats. He then turns to Earth in an attempt to get back at Ben. Meanwhile, Ben is seen acting more arrogant as he receives another medal for saving the universe, and is shown to have received many of them. He shows up late for the mission and
Gwen and Kevin are mad at him. Psyphon appears on Earth and summons Vilgax, who defeats Max and other plumbers. Kevin tries to hack the Omnitrix despite azmut warning but he has become a combination of different metals and some of Ben's aliens escape Omnitrix. That was before the film Alien Swarm, which takes place a few
weeks before this two-part Season 3 premiere. 282 Revenge of Vilgax, Part 2 Mud LukicDwayne McDuffieSeptember 11, 2009 (2009-09-11)The 302-year-old begins by capturing the lost aliens of Chromstone, Spidermonkey, and Goop before taking on Vilgax. However, despite trying to use Jaturay, Big Chill and Mondosaur, he is
incapable of defeating Villegax. Gwen and Kevin perform with Way Big, which Ben scans and tries to turn into, but he becomes Chromaston instead. Wilgex, unfortunately, manages to smash Chromaston relatively easily, assuming a god Ben's been right. Psyphon picks up Omnitrix and introduces his master, but then Ben reappeads as
Diamondhead and defeats Vilgax, Saving the Earth. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Diamondhead 293 Pathgeon FangLen UhleySeptember 18, 2009 (2009-09-18)303-year-old, Gwen, and Kevin discover that Volcanus plans to drill into the center of the Earth. 304 Gold Shothan RibaEugene SonSeptember 25, 2009 (2009-09-25)304 An alien
asks Ben to help track down his missing best friend. 315 Simple Butch Lokistan Berkowitz October 9, 2009 (2009-10-09)305-year-old and crew travel to a foreign planet to resolve a conflict between residents. Kevin discovers that Argit sold the weapons from one side to the other after painting them in a different color. A temporary truce
occurs, but when Ben tries to shake hands with the leaders of each side, one side is offended and the war begins anew. Then Ben kidnaps the leaders of each side to try to force another truce, but they run away after blinding Ben with a flashlight. Ben becomes a great road and accidentally breaks a statue of earth's former leader. With
both sides fighting and angry over Ben, he escapes the planet. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Lodestar 326 Fear Not To Fear Repo (Vreedle, Vreedle)John FangCharlotte Fullerton October 16, 2009 (2009-10-16)The 306-year-old and Kevin try to thwart repo-men sent to return the ship to his creator and appeal to the judge to overturn his
ruling. 337Den RibaMarty Isenberg October 23, 2009 (2009-10-23)307 A bounty hunter who after Omnitrix sends Ben to the Null Void, but his left hand remains on Earth. 348 If all else fails' Lukikadem Michoan November 6, 2009 (2009-11-06)308-year-old, Gwen, Max and Kevin should thwart Highbreed's fail-safe, which comes out by
accident. 3610 Ghost TownDan RibaNicole Dubuc November 20, 2009 (2009-11-20)310 Vilgax seeks Ben's help to take down Zs Skayr who took over his planet. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Ghostfreak 3711 Trade Mud LukicLen WeinDecember 4, 2009 (2009-12-04)311 Queen teams up with Darkstar to retrieve an object that can cure
them both. 3812 Box BusyRik Moralsjak BlackDecember 11, 2009 (2009-12-11)312-year-old, Gwen and Kevin fight an alien's toy which proves to be very dangerous. 3913Con of Rathan RibaLen UhleyJanuary 8, 2010 (2010-01-08)313 Omnitrix glitches, turning Ben into a cruel and aggressive alien during an inter-galactic peace mission.
Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Rath 4014 Primosved LukicCharlotte FullertonJanuary 15, 2010 (2010-01-15)314-year-old, Gwen and Kevin get transported by Omnitrix to a strange new planet where they encounter Vilgax. 4115 Time from Reprick Moraleslan Gwen goes back in time to stop the Omnitrix experiment from ever happening while
causing disasters at present. 4216 The Secret of Chromastonden RibaRich FogelJanuary 29, 2010 (2010-01-29)A sick 316-year-old is happy to see an old friend tetrax but discovers he has plans of his own. 4317 Above and beyond LukicEugene SonMarch 12, 2010 (2010-03-12)317 Plumbers assistants see video of Ben threatening to
kill Max. When they get there they see a video of Max saying to work as a team, Helen wandering around looking for Max, but beaten by Ben. Ben also defeats Manny and Pierce, while in battle with Allen, the other plumbers help join the fight to defeat Ben, but he runs away. Plumbers agree to work as a team by defeating Ben and
ejecting him into space as a homongosaur. Max shows up to the ship and tells the plumbers it was a test to see their teamwork skills and tells them they're going to plumbers' academy. 4418 VendettaRick Moralslan WeinMarch 19, 2010 (2010-03-19)318 Kevin decides to settle old scores with escaped fraud. 4519 Last Fight, Part 1Dan
RibaDwayne McDuffieMarch 26, 2010 (2010-03-26)319 Vilgax and Albedo return and team snatch Kevin and Gwen so they can take down Ben. Alien Ultimatix premieres: Humungousaur Ultimate (by Albedo) 4620 Last Fight, Part 2 Mud LukicDwayne McDuffieMarch 26, 2010 (2010-03-26)320-year-old gives up Omnitrix and overcomes
seemingly impossible odds to defeat Vilgax, who betrayed Albedo. Alien Ultimatix Premieres: Ultimate Swampfire (by Ben) Live Action Movie (2009) TitleDeterbed by Written by 10-Year-Old Original Air Date: Swarm Of Zar alex WinterJohn Torman and James Krieg November 25, 2009 (2009-11-25) Elena, a childhood friend of Ben and
Gwen, as well as a plumber's child, returns to explain that her father was kidnapped and content she needed their help. Omnitrix Alien Premieres: Nanomech Short Video (2009) TitleWritten by Original Air Date Peter Kay's All Animated Stars HarperPeter KayNovember 21, 2009 (2009-11-21) Big Chris leads a chorus of characters from
various animated TV shows for kids in a mixed of seven songs including Ben Tennyson on a computer screen to sing. DVD Releases Zone 1 Releases Title DVD Season Aspect Ratio Duration 10-Year-Old Release Date: Foreign Power Volume 1[1][2] Season One 4:3[1] 5[1] 110 minutes[2] October 21, 2008[1][2] Ben 10: Foreign Power
Vol. 2[3][4] Season One 4:3[3] 4[3] 88 min[4] January 13, 2009[3][4] Ben 10 : Foreign Power Vol. 3[5] Season 1 4:3[5] 4[5] 88 min[5] April 7, 2009[5] Ben 10: Foreign Power Vol. 4[6] Season 2 16:9[7] 5[6] 113 min[7] September 1, 2009[6] Ben 10: Foreign Power Vol. 5[8] Season 2 16:9[9] 4[8] 90 min[9] November 17, 2009[8] 10: Foreign
Power Volume 6[10] Season 2 16:9[10] 4[10] 90 min[10] March 30, 2010[10] Ben 10: Foreign Power Vol. 7[11] Season 3 16:9[11] 7[11] 159 min[11] June 29, 2010[11] Ben 10: Foreign Power Vol. 8[12] Season 3 16:9[12] 6[12] 136 min[12] August 24, 2010[12] Ben 10 : Foreign Power Volume 9[13] Season 3 16:9[13] 7[13] 180 min[13]
October 5, 2010[13] Zone 4 Releases Title DVD Season Aspect Ratio-Width Period Length 10-Year-Old Release Date: Alien Force – Season 1[14] Season 4:3[14] 13 [14] 286 minutes June 1, 2011 [14] Ben 10: Alien Power – Season 2[15] Season 2 4:3[15] 13 286 mins[15] June 1 2011 Ben 10 : Alien Power – Season 3[16] Season 3
4:3[16] 10[16] 220 min June 1, 2011[16] also saw the 10-episode list ben 10: Ultimate Foreign Episodes List of Ben 10: Omnivers episodes list of Ben 10 (2016 TV series) episodes comments ^ This episode was glorified by Joseph Corr and scripted by Matt Wayne. References ^ b c d Ben 10: Foreign Power – Volume 1. Internet:
tvshowsondvd.com. In 2010-02-10. ^ In 2008, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. Amazon.com. ^^^ In 2000, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. tvshowsondvd.com. 2010-02-10. ^ In 2008, after receiving the
Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. Amazon.com. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. tvshowsondvd.com archive from the original in 2010-02-10. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
Product information. tvshowsondvd.com. 2010-02-10. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Back cover of the DVD. Amazon.com^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. tvshowsondvd.com. 2010-02-06. ^ In 2005,
after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Back cover of the DVD. Amazon.com^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. tvshowsondvd.com. 2010-02-10. ^ In 2010, the 2010 Tylemaber program was held in 2010. Ben 10: Foreign
Power DVD News: Message for Ben 10: Alien Force – Volume 7. New. tvshowsondvd.com from the original in 2010-02-13. ^ In 2010, the 2010 Tylemaber program was held in 2010-2010. Ben 10: Foreign Power DVD News: Announcing Ben 10: Foreign Power – Volume 8. New. tvshowsondvd.com from the original in 2010-05-16. ^ In
2010, the 2010 Tylemaber program was held, and the 2010 world champion was awarded the title in 2010. Ben 10: Foreign Power DVD News: Message for Ben 10: Alien Force – Volume 9. New. tvshowsondvd.com from the original in 2010-06-20. ^^^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize.
Product information. ezydvd.com.au. in 2015, after 2009-10-06. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. ezydvd.com.au. in 2009-10-06. ^ In 2006, after receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, he was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize. Product information. ezydvd.com.au. in
2009-10-04. ^ In 2015, after the
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